We modeled an individual based adaptive walk using a modified version of Fisher's(1) 12 geometric adaptation model from Kronholm and Collins(2) -the EpiGen model. Fitness changes 13 were driven by both LT modifications and HT modifications, where HT modifications were fixed 14 and LT modifications reverted with probability µrev (LT reversion rate). Details of the model 15 formulation and simulations are presented below. We then combined the EpiGen model with 16 output from an eddy-resolving climate model (GFDL CM2.6)(3). The model simulations and 17 methods for the trajectory analysis are described below. Eq. 1 23 such that an individual located at the origin had an optimal fitness of 1 and fitness declined as a 24
Eq. 1 23
such that an individual located at the origin had an optimal fitness of 1 and fitness declined as a 24
Gaussian function as the phenotype moved away from the origin of the hypersphere (4) . 25
The simulations began with z = r = 1 for all individuals in the population such that w = 26 0.6065. The phenotype was altered through both LT and HT modifications which were represented 27 as mutational vectors with random directions and magnitudes in phenotypic space. A new 28 phenotypic value, Zmut, was then calculated as (5) where m is the length of the mutational vector and Θ is the angle between the mutational vector 31 and the vector running from the current phenotype to the origin (Θ Î [-p/2, p/2]). For each new 32 modification, Θ in n-dimensional space was drawn from the probability density (P) ( 
36
All model parameters are given in Supplemental Table 1 . 37
The model was initialized with a population of N uniform individuals: here N was varied 38 from N = 10 3 to N = 10 5 . HT modifications (NHT =10) and LT modifications (NLT =90) were then 39 introduced into the population. The modification supply (population size x modification rate) 40 remained constant in each generation and no more than one LT and one HT modification per 41 generation was allowed to occur in a single individual. Eq. 2 was used to calculate new mutant 42 phenotypes. Isotropic modifications in phenotypic space were represented through the uniform 43 distribution of HT modifications, mht, between 0 and 2r, mht ~ U(0, 2r), which generated non-44 uniform fitness effects (2, 5) . While LT modifications (mlt) were introduced in the same manner 45 as HT modifications, the effects of LT modifications were smaller than HT modifications with a 46 uniform distribution of me between 0 and l. Hence, mlt ~ U(0, l) instead of mht ~ U(0, 2r), where 47 2r is the maximum effect of HT modifications and l £ 2r is the maximum effect of LT 48 modifications. Fitness for each mutant phenotype was then calculated using Eq. 1, and the next 49 generation was then created by sampling from the current population with replacement. 50 51
Simulations:
We tested the impact of variable selection pressures by introducing intervals 52 in an adaptive walk where the population moved between a 'new' environment ( Figure 1 white  53 shading) and the 'ancestral' environment ( Figure 1 grey shading) . In the 'new' environment, 54 selection was based on fitness in the 'new' environment so the sampling probability of an 55 individual was weighted by its fitness until N offspring had been produced. Selection in the 56 'ancestral' environment occurred through the stochastic removal of organisms with relatively more 57 HT modifications (i.e. higher HT modification abundance), which corresponds to stabilizing 58 selection. We assume that all modifications have an equal chance of being conditionally 59 deleterious (being neutral or adaptive in the 'selection' or 'new' environment, but deleterious in 60 some other environment) so that individuals who have accumulated a high number of 61 modifications in the selection environment have a higher probability of decreased fitness in the 62 'ancestral' environment. 63
We tested the impact of the strength of stabilizing selection by running the model in 3 64 modes for the 'ancestral' environment: strong stabilizing selection (strong SS), weak stabilizing 65 selection (weak SS), and neutral selection (Control). In the strong SS regime, selection in the 66 'ancestral' environment was weighted based on the reciprocal number of HT modifications 67
(1/NHT). This resulted in a strong selection against modification load: for example, there would be 68 a 44% selection differential between an organism with 15 HT modifications and one with 2 69 modifications (1/2 -1/15 = 0.44). Under weak SS, the selection differential was reduced to a 70 maximum of 10% between any given individual. A Control simulation was also conducted where 71 individuals were randomly drawn from the population in the 'ancestral' environment (i.e. neutral 72 selection). The time spent in each environment measured in generations (i.e. interval length (tf)) 73 was systematically varied from 10 to 100 generations corresponding to environmental fluctuations 74 of days to several months. This encompasses environmental variability driven by mesoscale 75 eddies to fluctuations driven by advection throughout the global oceans (6) . 76
The LT transmission timescale (tLT) was varied from no LT modifications (tLT=1) to 77 maternal effects (tLT=4 generations) to tLT=10, 20, 60, and a proof-of-concept long lasting LT 78 effect (tLT=150 generations). Finally, population size was also varied from (N= 10 3 -10 5 ). tHT 79 was an emergent property of the model and varied as a function of mutational supply (a function 80 of population size) and tf which impacts modification effect due to stabilizing selection in the 81 'ancestral' environment (Supplementary Figure S1 ). Simulations were conducted for 15,000 82 generations (except when using output from the GFDL Coupled Climate CM2.6 Model, described 83 below) and each simulation was done with 50 replicates. Example output for the 3 model modes 84 are shown in Supplementary Figure S2 . Model output was analyzed to determine the effects of 85 interval length and selection strength on population fitness. The overall patterns remained 86 unchanged across all sensitivity tests and are discussed in the main text and below (Supplement S1 87 Supplementary Figures S3 & S4) . 88
Selection timescales depend on the neutral mutation rate (µ) and the effective population 89 size (Ne). The mutational supply for a population can be represented by the composite parameter 90 Neµ (5). The initial version of the evolution model that we use in this study (2) (7) for 95 unicellular algae, and consistent with the estimated mutation rates for a diatom (8) . To test the 96 sensitivity of our results to the selection of Neµ, we ran model simulations with Neµ = 0.01, 1, 10, 97 20, 100 and showed that this does not impact our conclusions or the e and g criteria (results detailed 98 in Supplement S2). Finally, we know that marine microbes adapt on timescales of several hundred 99 generations in most laboratory or mesocosm experiments (a timescale which is a function of Neµ). 100
We observe similar timescales in the model, providing additional support for our selection of Neµ. 101
The timescales of adaptation seen in other temperature adaptation models (e.g., 9) are also similar 102 to the ones we find. 103 104
Global Trajectory Analysis: 105
Lagrangian trajectories were computed with surface velocity and sea surface temperature 106 output from the eddy resolving, 0.1° x 0.1° horizontal resolution, GFDL Coupled Climate CM2.6 107
Model (3) rates were chosen for illustrative purposes as representative of typical growth rates for eukaryotic 119 phytoplankton (11) . We also analyzed the same trajectories in the control simulation on a 2°x2° 120 grid (N=9218) to determine the mean difference in temperature experienced by the particles 121 between the control and 2xCO2 simulation. The average temperature experienced by the particles 122 increased from 16.3 ± 0.8°C in the control simulation (pre-industrial CO2 concentrations) to 17.6 123 ± 0.9°C in the 2xCO2 run and the fractional area experiencing ³28°C increased by >200%. 124
To test the representativeness of the trajectories, we analyzed an additional set of 125 trajectories released on a 2°x2° grid (N= 29,216) that were initialized between 40°S and 40°N on 126 a grid slightly off-set from the original grid (i.e., 2°x2°, 2.1°x2°, 2°x2.1°, and 2.1°x2.1°). The 127 statistics of the intervals above 28°C experienced by the Lagrangian trajectories were calculated 128 for these ensemble runs and shown in Supplementary Figure S6 . The overall patterns were 129 consistent between the 4 sets of trajectories suggesting that the trajectories on the 1°x1° grid are 130 representative of the model dynamics. 131
To test the sensitivity of our results to the choice of the 28°C threshold, we repeated the 132 analysis with a 27°C and 29°C threshold (Supplemental Figures S9 and S10 ). As expected, the 133 exposure times to 29°C were shorter than for 28°C and so fewer trajectories for popA were 134 projected to experience a selective sweep (0.4-4% compared to 2-11%). The exposure times were 135 longer for a 27°C threshold than 28°C and so more trajectories for popA were projected to 136 experience a selective sweep (4-15% compared to 2-11%). Critically, all three threshold values 137 showed the same relationship between popA (relatively few selective sweeps) and popB (majority 138 of trajectories sweep: 76-84% for 27°C, 70-79% for 28°C, and 56-70% for 29°C). Similarly, all 139 three thresholds suggested that a substantial fraction of the popA trajectories could utilize a low-140 g strategy with realistic values for tLT <50 generations (95% for 27°C, 98% for 28°C, 99% for 141 29°C) while fewer popB trajectories could employ a low-g strategy (23% for 27°C, 30% for 28°C, 142
41% for 29°C). 143 144

S1: Adaptation under variable selection and selection strength 145
We tested the impact of the strength of stabilizing selection by running the model in three 146 modes (see Methods): strong stabilizing selection (strong SS), weak stabilizing selection (weak 147 SS) and a Control. When e<1, selective HT sweeps were not observed in either the strong SS or 148 the weak SS simulations and overall population fitness in the new environment was reduced 149 relative to the Control (e.g. Supplementary Figure S2a) . Figure S2, right column) . Due to this reduced selection differential 154 (e.g. reduced HT diversity), the population as a whole consistently tracked environmental 155 fluctuations using LT modifications both before and after a sweep. Whereas under strong selection, 156 fitness was highly variable and sporadic due to greater intra-population HT differentials between 157 individuals. This enhanced gradient resulted in individuals containing highly beneficial HT 158 modifications being preferentially selected and results in a greater probability of selective sweeps 159 during shorter timescale fluctuations when g<1 than in the weak SS simulations (Figure 2 ; 160 Supplementary Figures S3, S4 ). For example, by tf = 40 generations with g<1, 100% of replicates 161 under strong SS exhibited a HT selective sweep whereas only half exhibited sweeps under weak 162 Figure S4) . This suggests that populations containing more closely related 163 individuals (e.g. lower HT diversity) may be slower to adapt as a whole (conservative bet-hedging) 164 than those with higher HT diversity (e.g. increased selection differentials) which may lead to a 165 greater rate of strategy diversification among subpopulations (diversification bet-hedging) (12) . 166
SS (Supplementary
After the initial sweep, mean fitness remained significantly higher (two-sample t-test; p << 167 0.01) and less variable (two-sample f-test p << 0.01) than the fitness prior to the sweep under both 168 weak and strong SS. In summary, certain fluctuating environmental conditions that yield weak 169 selection gradients (i.e. reduced selection strength --weak SS) can further delay HT-driven 170 adaptation and promote the use of LT modifications for environmental fitness tracking (i.e. low g-171 strategy). Alternatively, environmental fluctuations that yield stronger selection gradients (i.e. 172 strong SS) may increase the probability of HT-selective sweeps. This is consistent with empirical 173 observations from microbial systems (13, 14) . 174 HT-selective sweeps in the model exhibited a step function increase in fitness while LT-175 driven short-term fitness changes prior to and immediately following the HT-selective sweeps 176 were highly correlated with normalized distance traveled by LT modifications (LT distance 177 traveled/total distance traveled by both HT and LT modifications(2)) (R 2 > 0.9, p << 0.01, main 178 text Fig. 1, Supplementary Figure S2 ). This suggests populations can initially experience short-179 term adaptation due to LT-driven dynamics (where LT modifications are unlikely to be stable over 180 long timescales), as seen in other systems (15-17) followed by longer-term stabilization of HT-181 driven adaptation (15) . and tLT values with tHT being negatively correlated with population size. We calculated the percent 187 of replicates that swept within the first 1000 generations for all simulations. For tf = 40, the 188 probability of an HT sweep within the first 1000 generations was greater at lower population sizes 189 due to the smaller number of individuals that the HT modification has to sweep through 190 Figure S7) . However, at tf = 100, all replicates swept within the first 1000 191 generations for all population sizes owing to the increased time of the selection period. Hence, 192 during more rapid environmental fluctuations, the rate of adaptation may be enhanced at lower 193 population sizes if the modification supply (population size x modification rate) of largely non-194 neutral modifications is high enough that selection overwhelms drift. However, at sufficiently 195 large selection intervals (e.g. tf = 100), beneficial modifications tend to always sweep independent 196 of population size. We also systematically varied Neµ (population size x HT modification rate) in 197 Figure S8 ). In summary, the primary findings of this study ( e and g criteria ) were not impacted 200 by population size, LT modification rate, or HT modification rate. 
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S3: Adaptive dynamics in Lagrangian trajectories 206
We used the output of 2 representative particle trajectories (P1 and P2) as input into the 207 EpiGen model for both popA (growth rate = 0.1 day -1) and popB (growth rate = 1 day -1 ). 208
Adaptation of both populations were analyzed over 350 generations -2,426 days and 242 days, 209 respectively -and 50 replicate runs were conducted for each population and each trajectory. We 210 selected these two growth rates as they are an order of magnitude different and are fairly 211 representative of eukaryotic phytoplankton growth rates (11) . This analysis also assumes that the 212 populations are well adapted to the ancestral environment and so growing at reasonable rates 213 within that environment. 214
The slower growing microbial population (popA) crossed the 28°C threshold several times 215 within 350 generations with an average interval length above 28°C of 8 ± 11 generations for P1 216 and 8 ± 13 generations for P2 (i.e. we would predict that e<1 unless tHT is very fast). This resulted 217 in only 6% and 10% exhibiting a HT selective sweep in P1 and P2, respectively. Conversely, the 218 faster growing microbial population (popB) had an average interval length above 28°C of 107 ± 219 117 generations for P1 and 58 ± 93 generations for P2 (i.e. we would predict that e>1 unless tHT 220 is very slow). This resulted in 100% and 98% of the replicates exhibiting an HT selective sweep 221 in P1 and P2, respectively. 222
These example trajectories with realistic temperature fluctuations confirmed the results of 223 the idealized simulations. In both cases, fitness increases were generally encoded by LT 224 modifications when exposure times to new environments were short, and fixation of genetic 225 mutations (selective HT sweep) happened when directional selection persisted for longer periods. 226
This suggests that adaptation of marine microbes to spatially localized 'new' environments can 227 occur even if advection through the new environment is relatively rapid. However, the duration of 228 exposure to the 'new' environment is critical. For example, even when a 'new' environment is 229 experienced every year, if the interval of exposure is short, the probability of an advantageous 230 genetic mutation fixing is low. Since the fixation time for a beneficial mutation will depend on 231 both the supply of beneficial mutations and the strength of selection, the minimum interval of 232 exposure to 'new' environments needed for populations to switch from LT to HT adaptation will 233 depend both on the population and the nature of the 'new' environment. However, the general 234 pattern that we observe of LT-encoded adaptation followed by HT-encoded adaptation will hold 235 as long as both types of adaptation are in principle possible. 236 Figure S1 : The distribution of tHT as a function of tf. Shown are the distributions and averages of tHT as a function of tf which modulates the modification effect (see above). The blue line is the mean tHT, the red line is the standard deviation, and the yellow line is tf / 2. This plot illustrates that the tradeoff associated with the low-g strategy is maintained across 3 orders of magnitude of Neµ (mutation rate x population size). Shown are simulations for tf = 40 and tLT = 20 and 60. The tsweep/tHT (e.g. time to sweep) ratio is higher with a low-g strategy (g <1) vs a high-g strategy (g >1) for all values of Neµ tested. Due to the significantly larger population size relative to mutation rate for Neµ = 1 (hollow circles with brown outline), the rate of fitness increase was substantially lower than all other values and off of the color scale -though the pattern remained the same. Their fitness increase values were .0003052 and .000432 for a low-g and high-g strategy, respectively. Figure S11: Differences in selective pressure for popA (panels a and b) versus popB (panels c and d) using all 1°x1° trajectories (same as Figure 3 but with all trajectories plotted). Panels a and c show trajectories predicted to have e>1 and so experience a HT selective sweep. Here we assume that tHT <50 generations and so e>1 for trajectories with mean tf>50 (red trajectories). This is a conservative estimate since the average model tHT = 15±7 with max tHT = 60. Trajectories with the potential for a HT sweep (mean tf <50 but the maximum tf>50) are shown in yellow, and trajectories where a sweep is unlikely (maximum tf<50) are shown in grey. Panels b and d show the estimated timescale of tLT necessary for a low-g strategy. Trajectories with tLT <50 generations are shown in shades of blue while trajectories with tLT >50 are shown in grey.
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